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word patterns
(can, man, ran)

word families
(run, ran, running)

capitalization
punctuation
mechanics

often-confused
words

written expression:
research and reports, sentence

expansion, narrative, descriptive,
persuasive, expository
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My name is

Choose one category. Write the words in abc order.

.
on

ano
ther paper

It’s your turn. Sort the words. Name the categories. Then add
three more words to each.

apple purple taco four yellow
one milk red twenty cheese
gray pink ten bread two

Sorting Words
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Proofread for Compound Words

Compound words are long words, but they are easy to spell. Spell
each word part of the compound word:  weekend
Write compound words and underline the two word parts.

.

Circle the compound word in each set that is spelled right.

on
ano

ther paper

fireplace

fripase

orplay

airplane

feetbal

football

cowboy

boycow

noflake

snowflake

sellboat

sailboat

newspaper

newpopper

shinesun

sunshine

bathtub

battub

cupcake

upcake
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